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COMMUNICATING IN ECOPOL / ECOVILLAGES

WOULD YOU ACCEPT TO ...

1. Read and contribute in web-app group-s (via Smartphone, whatsapp or equivalent) about
   - people presence (in and out as renter/owners, guests, vacations)
   - maintainance/technicals (cleaning...),
   - intergenerational dialogue (parents-children sharing) and events (special activities, shared meals...).

2. Meet once a month 4 hours to coordinate and co-edit during the meeting a web-based report listing who is responsible of which part of the participative budget

3. Communicate and demonstrate that you contribute 100hour per year to make the life of the community (garden, meals, events...) (equals 8h per month)
4. Put 200chf/adult/month in a common pot to buy products (food, bikes...) and services (internet, cleaning, computer maintainance...).

5. A wiki-managed mixity of co-habitants, with positive discrimination to empower diversity (of age, gender, culture, professions, experiences, economical situation...).

6. Offices and artisan's spaces in the house for rent.
7. An average of 8-12 hours spent each 6-18 months to evaluate the viability of the co-living practices, with assessment of the and benchmark to compare to other use-cases, and list of measures to be make co-living better.

8. A trial period of 12-36 months for newcomers, before having a undetermined duration renting contract.

9. Aim at migrating to micro-entrepreneurship position (not employee anymore, at least as main source of income) if you stay more then 5 years in the co-habitat, and using web-based tools for billing and mutual help of micro-entrepreneurs.
NETIZENSHIP?

RESPONSIBLE BEHAVIOURS IN DIGITAL ENVIRONMENTS